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Cookie Policy
Introduction
AUSPRIME is the tradename of AC Markets (Europe) Limited (ex Lttrader Limited) (hereinafter
“the Company”, “We”, “Our”, “Us”), which is registered with the Register of Companies and
Official Receiver in Cyprus under registration number HE 348274 as a Cyprus Investment Firm
(CIF) and licensed by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (CySEC) under licence
number 350/17 in accordance with the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II).
The Company operates under the Provision of Investment Services, the Exercise of Investment
Activities, the Operation of Regulated Markets and Other Related Matters Law of 2007, Law 144 (I)/
2007, as amended from time to time.
Scope of the Cookies Policy
Ausprime website use cookies to provide the functionality you need to browser our site currently.
Ausprime website issue upon landing on your website, unless the user has changed cookie setting
in their browser or refuse cookies.
By default , the cookie setting on this website are set to “allow all cookies”. By using this site, you
agree that we may store and access cookies on your devise. Cookies are used to improve user
experience, make the website work, enable site security and provide the business with marketing
information about the site’s visitors.
Please note with cookies switched off, many areas of our website and services will not be made
available to you.
What are cookies?
A cookie is a small text file that a website saves on your computer or mobile device for accessing
internet, when you visit a website or a page. It enables the website to remember your actions and
preferences (such as login, language, font size and other display preferences) over a period of time,
so you don’t have to keep re-entering them whenever you come back to the site or browse from
one page to another.
Why are cookies useful?
The cookies allow a website to recognise a user’s device. The objective of cookies use is to
improve and make the user’s experience easier, safe and effective website.
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An overview of the functions of our cookies are as follows:
a. Verifying your identity and detecting which country you are located in;
b. Checking browser type and device;
c. Tracking which site the user was referred from;
d. Allowing third parties to customize content accordingly.
Categories of cookies store on your device
Essential Cookies
Essential cookies are required for the operation of a website (such as features and accessing
secure areas of the site). these are used to help make our website work efficiently. You cannot
disable these cookies.
Functionality Cookies
Functionality cookies allow us to remember your preferences and to provide enhanced or more
personal features. These cookies remember the choices you made to improve your experience. You
can delete or disable performance and/or functionality cookies, however if you do so some features
of this site may not work as intended.
Analytical Cookies
The information provided by analytical cookies allows us to analyse patterns of visitor behaviour and
we use that information to enhance the overall experience or identify areas of the website which
may require maintenance. The information is anonymous (i.e. it cannot be used to identify you and
does not contain personal information such as your name and email address) and it is only used for
statistical purposes. Behavioural cookies are similar to analytical and remember that you have visited
a website and use that information to provide you with content which is tailored to your interests.
Performance Cookies
Performance cookies analyse how our visitors use our websites like your preferred language or the
region that you are in, and also to monitor website performance. These cookies do not collect any
information that identifies our visitors.
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Behavioural advertising Cookies (third “3rd” Party)
Third party cookies are served by external companies through our website. Third party companies
include social networks and advertising channels we use. These cookies store local information
about your browser habits. Examples include liking a page, sharing information, viewing an advert
and what browser/OS you are using. They help us measure the effectiveness of our advertising.
Where applicable, you can opt out of these cookies and continue your browsing on our site.
The cookie-related information is not used to identify you personally and the pattern data is fully
under our control. These cookies are not used for any purpose other than those described here.
Type of Cookies we use
Name

Lifetime

Type

Description

UUID#(abcdef0123456789){32}

Session

Essential

Compulsory session cookie to
track preferences of user in
regards to website navigation.

Mange your Cookies
You can delete cookies any time you want by using the settings in your web browser. You can also
choose to disable cookies from your web browser, but this would mean that our website and other
websites may not function properly if you do this, you would have to make changes on your browser
if you wish to disable cookies.
Some cookies are deleted when you close your browser. These are called “session cookies”. Others
have been stored and remain on your device until they expire or you delete them manually. These
are called “persistent cookies”. Most web browsers (such as Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla
Firefox, Google Chrome, Apple Safari) are set up to accept cookies.
They also allow you to control your cookie settings and to delete/block any cookies already stored
on your device. Your browser’s ‘help’ function will tell you how to do this.
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